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The 2019 annual meeting of the Brutus Maintenance Association (BMA), a nonprofit 

corporation, was held at the Camano Island Library located at 848 N. Sunset Drive.  Initial 

notification of the annual meeting was sent to all association members on March 21, in 

accordance with Article IV (4.3) of the Association Bylaws. Documents (PDF) sent with the 

initial notice to association members included:  Annual Meeting Notice, 2019 Annual Agenda, 

2018-2019 Proposed Budget, 2019 Water Usage Plan, Summary of Proposed Changes to CCR-

Bylaws, 2018 Annual meeting minutes and proxy form. A reminder was sent on April 6, along 

with a current BMA Directory.   

 

The meeting was called to order by President Larry Ringstad at 1:10 p.m. The meeting was 

voice-recorded to supplement note taking (Bylaws 4.6). A voice vote approved recording of the 

annual meeting.   

 

Attendance is recorded from the BMA Annual Membership Meeting sign-in sheet. 

BMA Annual Membership Meeting Attendance:  April 20, 2019 

Lot # Owner(s) 
1 Kathi & Ken Harvey 

2 Absent: Bob Bostwick                                                Proxy to Terry Comerford 

3 Absent: Larry & Linda O’Conner                              No Proxy 

4 Dottie Hawkins 

5 Cindy & Larry Ringstad 

6 Walt Schanzenbach 

7 Sue Cutting & Ron Louviere 

8 Lynda & Terry Comerford 

9 Dennis & Bev Settler                                                 

10 Absent: Paula Paravecchio & Steve Thomas              Proxy to Ron Moe 

11 Kathy & Ron Moe      

12 Absent: Susie Formo                                                    Proxy to Ron Moe 

13 Jason & Marjorie Zander 

14 Absent: Curt & Tammy Ness                                       No Proxy 

15 Absent: Judith Sortino                                                  No Proxy 

16 Fred & Karen Allie 

17 Deborah & Steve Solatka 

18 Absent: Barb & Dave Dunne                                       Proxy to Terry Comerford 

19 Cheryl & Ray Reinhardt 

20 Brad & Lenore Schmidt 

21 Absent: Sue & Bob Perry                                             Proxy to Brad Schmidt 

22 Cheryl & Skip Hegland 

 

 

I.   Welcome by President  

            a. Meeting sign-in sheet verified that 19 out of 22 lot owners were represented (14 

present; 5 by proxy) satisfying the simple quorum required to conduct the association’s 

business (Bylaws 4.6) and to approve the proposed budget forecast and Annual 

Assessment (Bylaws 8.3). Changes to BMA Covenants, Conditions & Restrictions 
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(CCRs) and/or Bylaws require a two-thirds majority vote of the full membership and that 

criterion was met (CCR 10.1). 

 

          Introductions of 2019 Board members.  

 

II. Secretary’s Report, Deborah Solatka  

a. Upcoming 2019 BMA events reviewed. Monday, May 6 trail maintenance.  Friday-

Saturday, May 10-11 community garage sale from 9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. Seven 

homes participated in 2018.  Saturday, August 17 potluck picnic & BBQ.  An email 

will be sent for volunteers to help with picnic set-up and/or providing tables, chairs.  

b. BMA website preview.  A website was discussed at the 2018 Annual meeting. Jason 

Zander was recognized for his assistance with the development of the new 

www.bmaoncamano.com website.  Jason’s expertise has provided a professional and 

user-friendly site. The homepage photos are of local BMA water views and provided 

by Jason. The site was previewed and members viewed the types of information, 

announcements and documents which will be posted. No BMA Directory information 

will be included as the site can be viewed by the public.  There will be general BMA 

President and Treasurer contact emails listed. The purpose of the site is to allow 

timely and easy access to pertinent Association information. Homeowners can submit 

items to a Board member for posting.  Stay tuned! 

c. Approval of 2018 Annual Meeting Minutes of May 5, 2018.  Terry Comerford moved 

to approve the 2018 minutes as written with a second by Sue Cutting. The minutes 

were unanimously approved by hand vote. 

 

III. Treasurer’s Report, Ray Reinhardt 

a. The treasurer asked if there were any questions before reviewing the 2018 BMA 

financial status and projected 2019 budget.  The proposed and actual budgets have 

remained fairly constant in the past years. All revenue/income from Annual, Special 

Assessments and water overage fines were collected and included.  Operations & 

maintenance expenses have remained consistent. A new laptop, with QuickBooks 

software, was purchased for $980.80 and listed in Miscellaneous Expenses. 

   

At the time of the Annual meeting, there is a current bank balance of $24,283.94. 

 

            Ray noted that Coffman Engineers suggested the contingency fund be increased from 

$10,000 to of $25,000 in preparation for water projects.  He said here had been a 

discussion among the Board to propose an increase in Annual assessment from $575 

to $1000 over two – three year period. That idea was tabled until the Board obtains all 

available water system upgrade estimates.  The current contingency/reserve continues 

to remain constant.  

 

Q.  Is there was an opportunity to have a portion of contingency invested?  

A. Terry Comerford said that in past a CD was used as an investment strategy bu 

discontinued due to paying income tax on the interest regardless of the 501 (c) (3) status. 

Q.  In the 2019 budget, is there any allotment for the bulkhead or trail work? 

http://www.bmaoncamano.com/
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A.  President: Trail yes. Under Other Expenses, $1200 has been allocated.  There is a line 

item under Income for Bulkhead Assessment.  There is no line item for Bulkhead 

Expenses yet, pending research. 

 

A motion was made by Ron Moe to adopt the proposed 2018/2019 BMA budget and a 

second by Terry Comerford.  Motion was approved by unanimous voice vote. 

 

      A motion was made by Ken Harvey to adopt the continued $330 Special Assessment and 

second by Sue Cutting.  Motion was approved by unanimous voice vote. Special 

assessment due September 1. 

 

A motion was made by Cindy Ringstad to adopt the continued $575 Annual Assessment 

and second by Terry Comerford. A question was raised before voting if assessment 

needed to increase to build reserve funds for upcoming projects? (See below) Motion was 

approved by unanimous voice vote.  Annual assessment due June 1. 

 

The President let homeowners know that a Special BMA meeting would need to be held in 

September/October 2019 to present information and develop action plans for water system 

upgrades and bulkhead maintenance/repairs.  There is the possibility that the increase may 

be $1000 - $1200 per year to build reserve funds.  A homeowner expressed the idea that 

advance knowledge of potential increases of Annual and/or Special assessments is important 

for homeowner’s long term planning. 

 

Q.  When the term “dues” is used, what is that referring to? 

A.  President – without complete project information, the Board is not making a 

recommendation for any increase in either the Annual or Special assessments for the 

2019 collection period. 

 

IV. Water System Report, Fred Allie  

a. Current health of system is good.  No changes to the proposed 2019 Water Usage 

Plan or the current fine structure.   Daily usage remains at 250 gallons per day per lot.  

            This helps to maintain chloride levels below 250 mg/L maximum contaminant level 

(slide #10). 

 

Clarification sought on the proposed 2019 Water Usage Plan regarding item #4 a. 

Example (1
st
 @ $50,……” ) and  Terry C. will work with Fred to clarify language. 

The intent of the example based on the fine description is that for the first 50 gallons 

over the maximum = $50.00. 

 

A motion was made by Ron Moe to adopt the 2019 Water Usage Plan and second by 

Terry Comerford.  Motion was approved by unanimous voice vote. (Page 9 and 

website) 

 

Chloride levels for the wells have done well over the years. This is in part to 

homeowners abiding with the stated 250 gallons per day. To date, there have been 5 

water overages with 2 waived.  King Water testing for copper and lead was below the 
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maximum. Those chemicals are run every 3 years and King Water will send out 

notice this summer about what and when this testing will be done.  Chloride levels are 

averaged for both wells and that is the figure reported on slide #10.  BMA has two 

wells and one reservoir and the water readings are sent into DoH for recording. Well 

#1 is deeper (approx. 168 ft.) than Well #2 which was added in 2010. Well #2 is 

approx. 146 ft. and shallower to lessen the impact of any salt water intrusion.  

 

       Q.  Why is there a spike in the August Chlorides reading? (slide #10) 

       A.   King Water performs multiple tests if there is an indication of higher arsenic   

       readings.  Terry commented that both wells were drawing below the  

       allowable arsenic levels.  

 

Q.  Are we monitoring the iron and manganese?   

               A. Yes, King Water monitors.  Levels of those 2 elements are constant.       

                    Homeowners with reverse osmosis systems noticed higher levels of iron.  

 

               Q.  How were the overages occurred?   

               A.  Combination of internal leaks and four examples of exceeding daily allowance.    

               Homeowner shared a finding from a report indicating some models of toilets result      

               in significantly higher water use for flushing. 

 

     Slide #12 arsenic levels. These levels are measure monthly and sent to DoH.  

     Switching between the two wells can cause differences or spikes in the readings and     

     may take several adjustments to get accurate readings. Overall, the BMA water system   

     has continued to be in good working order. 

 

     A 2016 pilot study showed the BMA water system would benefit from 

     an arsenic filtering upgrade.  This would be accomplished by installing larger  

     diameter filters.  BMA did not have reserve funds to complete this at that time, which  

resulted in operating the system for the past 3 years to simulate conditions as if  the 

larger filters were in place.   

 

b. Overview of slides #12-14. The spreadsheets were initiated by prior reserve study and 

created to identify the BMA assets and to develop a forecasting strategy for long term 

project planning.  The Lifetime inventory worksheet outlines the life expectancy of 

water system items.  These formats and strategy create an evolving projects list and the 

BMA Board needs to maintain the spreadsheets in conjunction with the existing BMA 

QuickBooks budgeting format.  Actionable items are identified and appropriate budget 

development can occur.   All assets would be tracked on these spreadsheets and any 

bulkhead plans/expenses should be tracked in a similar manner. 

 

c. There were five water system projects which all need revised dollar amounts at this 

point and potentially additional engineering guidance (slide #12).  All updates would 

be recorded on the tracking spreadsheets (slide #13) and posted to the BMA website. 

The Cross contamination project discussed last year was a $5000 estimate at the time. 
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There was a round of applause for Fred and his work on the water system.  Larry 

reminded the members that a WSU graduate student had provided the initial water 

system review and that assessment has been invaluable. 

  

d. Slide #15 displayed the 16” to 24” filter changes.  The original bid of $14,000 (2016) 

was from Aquatech (issued scope & drawing by Garrison Engineering). There were 

not adequate funds to complete at the time and 3 years later the bid needs to be 

revisited.  Discussed possible timeline for implementation.  Larry shared with the 

group that the new project may cost up to $24,000.  Fred described the ultimate 

outcomes of larger filters would allow the water to mix more thoroughly and increase 

the removal of any impurities. Garrison Engineering has become Coffman Engineers.  

BMA will continue to negotiate and work with Coffman as well as secure a new bid 

from AquaTech.  It was hoped that BMA could utilize some of the prior engineering 

work by Garrison to help defray costs.  

 

V. Vice President’s Report, Ron Louviere    

a. 2018 Building & Landscaping Committee (BLC) Report – Kathi Harvey. Quiet year 

with 3 requests.  Spring walk through TBD in May.  A late Aug. – Sept. for the 2
nd

 

walkthrough is being considered.  Homeowners were commended for their efforts. 

b. Ron reviewed slides #18 - #40 for BLC.  The initial water tank lining project was not 

in the poor state as first indicated and that project is tabled due to the needs of the 

other water system projects which Fred had previously reviewed.  Board members 

provided maintenance to the well property, including tank patching, tree branch 

removal from wind storm and gravel. Thank you for your volunteer hours and labor. 

 

Slides were shown of bluff and trail area including several historical shots (1993). 

Slides demonstrated erosion of the bluff above the trail.  Upcoming work on the trail 

by Austin and Joe H. is scheduled for May 6 with the potential for follow-up on 

September 6. There is a BMA community sprayer which could be used on the trail.   

 

Kathi shared an environmentally safe, non-toxic formula for spraying the trail. It 

includes 30% white vinegar and is ordered online via Amazon.  

 

Reminder to homeowners to use caution when on the stairway to the beach.  

Homeowner Dave Dunn has kept the trail mowed! 

 

Bulkhead and Beach access.  Reviewed timeline of bulkhead development (1978 to 

present) and prior maintenance.  Bulkhead benefits identified as a potential for 

increased property values and supporting the stability of the existing trail.  Shoreline 

erosion is a natural occurrence and bulkheads impact that process.  The Board 

established a work group last year which has followed up on a prior proposal for 

bulkhead repairs. The Board continues to investigate additional options and 

companies. The work group is chaired by Dennis Stettler with Fred Allie, Ken 

Harvey, Ron Louviere, Larry Ringstad and Steve Solatka. The first meeting on 

January 27, 2019.  Other BMA members are welcome to join. 
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Current bids and companies include the most recent work completed by Jesse Allen 

Excavating and from SeaLevel Bulkhead Builders, Poulsbo.  A representative from 

SeaLevel has made a site visit.  It is anticipated that this will be a lengthy discussion 

and if work proceeds on this, all County permitting requirements will be followed.  

 

      Q.  This is a significant capital project and how will BMA budgeting and revenue  

      collection (assessments) be impacted? 

A. Larry noted there would be Special meeting(s) called to focus solely on any 

           potential bulkhead maintenance/repair plans.  Membership approval would be needed 

before moving forward with any plans. An initial meeting is anticipated for early fall 

2019. 

 

Q.  Can anything be done to prevent the bluff sloughing? 

A.  Prior site visit consultation identified potential stabilization strategies through 

various plantings. (Secretary note: April 1, 2018 Board meeting, Derek Hann, PE 

Design Engineer Snohomish Conservation District  walked the trail and inspected the 

bluff with the Board to consult after February 2018 sluffs.  He provided information 

on types of stabilization plantings and strategies.  At the time, he noted the BMA trail 

was in fairly good shape. Derek offered to consult with any future BMA work group 

and/or homeowners @ 425-377-7012) 

 

       Q.  What about the impact of exposed water pipes on the hillside above the trail?   

       Whose responsibility to address? 

       A. There are several pipes that have been exposed and run off  

       drain water has been noted. That will need to be addressed by the individual  

       homeowner and the Board will need to follow-up.  A homeowner noted that some  

       information may be found in the “as-builts”?  Homeowner is aware of shared water     

       catch basin adjacent to his property. 

 

Q. What are the linear feet of the BMA bulkhead? What is the Association  

responsible for?  

A.  Larry: approx. 300-340 feet is BMA which adjourns the Sweeny property. A  

homeowner commented on the photos and the beach walk by the Bulkhead work 

group helped to clarify what BMA is responsible for. Please submit questions to 

Board member which could be incorporated into the BMA website in the future. 

 

Break 

 

VI. President Report, Larry Ringstad  

a. CCR & Bylaws. It was determined by the Board that confidential paper ballot 

voting would be conducted. The ballot identified each proposed change by 

number with a Y (for approve) and N (disapprove) for each item. One individual 

paper ballot was given to each lot owner. A paper ballot for those holding an 

absent member’s proxy vote was distributed to that individual. The summary of 

the proposed changes had been sent to the membership on March 21 and 
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questions were welcomed at that time.  It was noted that some proposed changes 

were housekeeping updates and several were more substantive.  

 

Slides #43 - #48 represented that summary. Larry read each proposed change to 

the CCR’s and Bylaws shown on the slide, asked for any clarification from the 

members. Board responded to clarifications. Members then marked their ballots. 

Ballots were collected and tallied by the Secretary at a later date due to the length 

of the meeting. (Final voting tally sent on April 22).  The tally is also attached to 

these official minutes. 

 

A new item was submitted from the floor by a homeowner to CCR 4.5.9 Alleged 

Violations.  The proposal was to remove language which provided the BMA 

Board with authorization to have work completed on homeowner’s property for 

alleged violations (following non-compliance notice). The rationale for removal 

of the language was to also remove any potential liability to the BMA and/or 

Board for potential contractor’s work.  That was approved by a hand vote by the 

membership. 

 

CCR item 8.6 Junk Vehicles provided an opportunity for the most discussion.  A 

number of homeowners expressed their views on the proposed addition to the 

parking of operational vehicles.   Opinions included that homeowners should be 

able to park their cars in front of their homes; some homes had more limited 

driveways, emergency vehicles could still pass, vehicles may have been 

purchased after reading current CCRs which allowed parking. It was noted about 

the potential unsightly nature of multiple cars and/or other operational vehicles 

parked along the street and the potential resulting impact to property values. 

 

Proposed Bylaws change 7.1 Fiscal Year was removed by the Board and seen as 

unnecessary at this time. 

 

Proposed Bylaw change 9.2   Requests for Approval. Comment from the floor to 

add “a BLC member” to the list of acceptable individuals.  It was noted that a 

vote in favor of this change would include this new language. 

 

All proposed changes were reviewed in this format. Paper ballots were collected. 

Members thanked the Board for their work on the CCRs and Bylaws. Any 

approved changes are to incorporated into the existing CCR’s and Bylaws. The 

Board may seek legal counsel on final changes. The CCR’s are required to be 

recorded with Island County Auditor when finalized. The final versions will be 

posted on the BMA website www.bmaoncamano.com 

 

b. Two Board vacancies.  Ron Moe volunteered for the Board for the 3-year term.  

During the meeting, it was noted that the current VP had served a 3-year term and 

it was anticipated that Ron M. would assume that role. The Board will meet to 

determine which position Ron M. will serve in and notify the membership. There 

http://www.bmaoncamano.com/
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should be a recruit to mentor with Fred Allie for the Water Coordinator duties.  

This is a critical role within the BMA and support is needed. 

c. Future Goals  

1. Keep water system healthy  

2. Keep the bulkhead maintained and operational. 

 

A motion was made by Terry Comerford to adjourn the meeting @ 3:40 p.m. with a second by 

Cindy Ringstad. 

 

Submitted By, 

 

Deborah J. Solatka 

BMA Secretary 

 

 

Attachments:  Approved 2018-2019 Budget  
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2019 Water Usage Plan 

 

To help assure Brutus maintains acceptable water quality, the following water usage plan will 

remain in effect until the 2020 annual meeting.  

  

1. Water use will be measured through-out the year, by a designated water management 

company. Water meters will be read on the 1
st 

day of each month (plus or minus 2 days).   

Two people will normally read the meters to crosscheck data and ensure accuracy.     

 

2.  If chloride levels remain below 200 mg/l each residence will be allowed a maximum 

average of 250 gallons per day (gpd) over the period measured. The usage will be 

calculated, by dividing the total gallons used per lot for the period, by the number of days 

in the period. Water usage for the total system and each lot will be recorded for each 

measurement period and maintained in a spreadsheet, by the BMA Water Coordinator.  

3. Lot owners are strongly encouraged to read their own meter and watch closely for leaks 

and excessive use.    

4. When average daily use over the measured period exceeds the maximum allowed, the 

following penalties will be imposed:  

a. A fine of $1 for each gallon used over the maximum average up to 300gpd 

and $2 for each gallon used over 300gpd will be assessed for each and every 

measurement period in which the allowed maximum average is exceeded.  

Each subsequent fine will be two times the previous penalty within the 

calendar year. Example (1
st
@ $50, 2

nd
@$100, 3

rd
@ $200 etc.)  

The BMA Water Coordinator will report the overage to the excessive user and to the BMA 

Board for their review.  Unless the fine is dismissed as noted in (b) below, the BMA Water 

Coordinator will notify the excessive user, of the penalty payment due.  

b. If a majority of the BMA Board members agree that the event leading to the 

excessive water usage was not due to owner or resident negligence, they may 

choose to dismiss the penalty. In such case, a report will be filed with the Board 

Secretary, by the BMA Water Coordinator.  Unless there is some very exceptional 

reason, excessive use, due to outside watering problems, will not be excused.  

5. In the event of very high chloride readings (over 200 mg/l for 2 or more consecutive 

weekly tests) the Board will implement a water rationing plan:  

a. The BMA Water Coordinator will notify all BMA water customers of the 

situation and a reduced maximum daily average will be in effect.  

b. The initial reduced maximum daily average will be 200gpd.  If high chloride 

conditions persist, the rationing allotment value may be further reduced by the 

BMA Board.   

c. The penalty process will remain the same. (See paragraph 4 above).  

d. When conditions allow, the rationing plan will end and water customers will be 

notified that the basic 250gpd maximum average use limit is back in place.  

6. Water from a lot will not be used outside that lot.      
7. Request for variance:  For special, temporary needs (large gatherings of people, 

plumbing broken next door, etc.), at the request of a lot owner, the Board may approve a 

variance to these restrictions for that lot for a specified period of time.  
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Voting Counts:  14 in-person votes 

                             5 proxy votes 

       3 absent & no proxy submitted 

  19 BMA members cast votes out of 22 BMA members.  15/22 required to pass (CCR 10.1) 

 

 

 

 

CC&R’s In Favor Opposed Other 

NEW 4.5.9 Alleged Violations.  

Revised language.  See page 2. 

19 0  

4.5.14  Water Usage 19 0  

5.0 Maintenance Assessments 19 0  

6.2 Association Approvals 19 0  

7.1 Completion Time 19 0  

7.3 Height Restrictions 16 3  

7.4 Water Line Requirements 18  1 no vote indicated 

8.6 Junk Vehicles  4 14 1 no vote indicated 

Bylaws In Favor Opposed Other 

5.1 Water Usage Plan 19 0  

6.6 Board Positions 19 0  

8.1 Costs 18 1  

8.5 Out-of-Plat Water 19 0  

8.6 Out-of-Plat Beach 19 0  

8.7 Beach Use 19 0  

8.8 – 8.10 Renumbered due to 8.7 17  2 cross-outs  

9.2 AMENDED Requests for Approval 

to include…a member of the BLC,….. 
19 0  

9.4 Jurisdiction & Purpose 19 0  

9.5 Objectivity & Fairness 18 1  
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Revised language for CCR 4.5.9 

4.5.9  Alleged Violations  

  

Any member of the Association may report an alleged violation of a covenant to the Board.  At 

the next regular meeting of the Board, the Board will review the accusation.  If the violation is 

valid, the Board will send, via certified mail (with return signature), a request for compliance 

within thirty (30) days.  If not complied to within thirty (30) days, the Board shall be authorized 

to hire the work completed to comply with the covenant, with all costs charged to the 

homeowner.  If reimbursement is not received in thirty (30) days,   If the homeowner is not 

compliant within 30 days, thereafter a lien will be filed and one percent (1%) per month 

cumulative interest be imposed.  

 

Thank you to Terry Comerford for the consult to verify language! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


